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SO2 emission rates are routinely measured as a monitoring parameter at many volcanoes (Galle et al., 2010). The chemical lifetime of SO2 , which can account for up to
25 % of the total emitted volcanic gas volume (Textor et al., 2004), is on the order of
days and background concentrations in the ambient atmosphere are usually very low.
Therefore volcanic SO2 can easily be measured by remote sensing techniques and it
often serves as a dilution tracer when studying the chemistry of more reactive gases
emitted by volcanoes (e.g. Oppenheimer et al., 1998; von Glasow et al., 2009).
Besides COrrelation SPECtroscopy (COSPEC, Moffat and Millan, 1971), Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS, Platt and Stutz, 2008) has become
a more and more common technique to examine volcanic SO2 emissions. The DOAS
technique allows the application of compact, portable devices and is further able to
measure other gas species (e.g. BrO, OClO, O3 ) simultaneously. However, typical
DOAS (and COSPEC) measurements provide data only in a single viewing direction.
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We examine a new imaging method for the remote sensing of volcanic gases, which relies on the regularly spaced narrow-band absorption structures in the UV-VIS of many
molecules. A Fabry–Perot interferometer (FPI) is used to compare the scattered sunlight radiance at wavelengths corresponding to absorption bands with the radiance at
wavelengths in between the bands, thereby identifying and quantifying the gas. In this
first theoretical study, we present sample calculations for the detection of sulfur dioxide (SO2 ). Optimum values for the FPI set-up parameters are proposed. Further, the
performance of the FPI method is compared to SO2 cameras. We show that camera
systems using a FPI are far less influenced by changes in atmospheric radiative transfer (e.g. due to aerosol) and have a great potential as a future technique to examine
emissions of SO2 (or other gases) from volcanic sources and other point sources.
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One-dimensional data (e.g. cross sections of volcanic plumes) can be derived by
scanning DOAS schemes (e.g. Hönninger et al., 2004; Galle et al., 2010), while twodimensional data can be acquired by imaging DOAS instruments (Bobrowski et al.,
2006; Louban et al., 2009), which are, however, comparably complex and rather slow
(with a temporal resolution of about 20 min per image).
The SO2 camera (Mori and Burton, 2006; Bluth et al., 2007; Kern et al., 2010b;
Lübcke et al., 2013, see also Fig. 1) as a non-dispersive device, makes use of simplified, spectroscopic identification to derive two dimensional SO2 column density distributions with a significantly higher temporal resolution (on the order of 1 Hz) than
scanning or imaging DOAS instruments. SO2 is the dominant gaseous absorber in volcanic plumes in the UV wavelength range below 320 nm. Therefore it is possible to map
SO2 optical density distributions by placing a suitable band-pass filter (FWHM ≈ 10 nm,
∼ 315 nm center wavelength, usually referred to as “filter A”) in front of a UV sensitive
CCD detector. A second band-pass filter (“filter B”) is usually applied to correct for
radiative transfer effects of aerosol (e.g. ash, condensates) occuring in the volcanic
plume. It is chosen to transmit at slightly longer wavelength ranges, where the SO2
absorption is much weaker but radiative transfer is comparable to filter A (at about
330 nm). This technique allows the observation of plume dynamics and measurements
of SO2 emission fluxes on time scales of seconds, which are for instance suitable to
investigate correlations between gas emissions and seismic activity at volcanoes (e.g.
Nadeau et al., 2011).
However, the rather broad-band transmission curve of the used filter encompasses
several distinct SO2 absorption bands, thereby losing spectral information. Moreover,
the difference between the center wavelengths of filter A and filter B is relatively high.
Hence, wavelength dependent impacts on the radiation within the plume (e.g. Mie scattering at plume aerosol) can lead to large errors in the measured SO2 column densities,
which are difficult to correct (e.g. Kern et al., 2010a, 2013; Lübcke et al., 2013).
In this paper a concept for a measurement device combining most of the advantages of DOAS as well as of the SO2 camera is introduced (Sect. 2, Kuhn, 2012).
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The conventional SO2 camera uses two interference filters (A and B, see Fig. 1) to
compare the scattered sunlight radiances of two neighbouring UV wavelength ranges
◦
for a certain field of view (FOV, typically around 20 ). In the wavelength range of filter A
(∼ 310–320 nm, filter transmission curves according to Lübcke et al., 2013) SO2 is the
dominant gaseous absorber in the plume. For each pixel the radiance measured with
filter A in front of the detector is determined by the quantum yield Q(λ) of the detector
(which is set to unity for this theoretical study), the transmission curve TA (λ) of filter A,
and the incident spectral radiance IS (λ):
Z
IA = IS (λ) · TA (λ) · Q(λ) dλ
(1)
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As mentioned already in Kern et al. (2010b), regularly spaced narrow-band absorption
structures of SO2 allow measuring SO2 by using a Fabry–Perot interferometer (FPI).
Radiances at wavelengths of maximum narrow-band SO2 absorption can be compared
to radiances at wavelengths in between these maxima. Thereby, the above mentioned
errors of the SO2 camera technique due to radiative transfer effects could be drastically
reduced (Sect. 3). The FPI technique introduced here allows constructing simple and
low-cost devices, which can record one- or two-dimensional data with high temporal
resolution (Sect. 4).
The correlation between the spectral FPI transmission and periodic spectra was first
used to study molecular spectra (e.g. Barrett and Myers, 1971). Later, several approaches to identify and quantify gases by FPI correlation were reported (mainly in
the IR, see e.g. Wilson et al., 2007; Vargas-Rodriguez and Rutt, 2009). In contrast
to previous studies, this study focuses on UV detection and imaging of volcanic gas
emissions.
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IB,0

= τSO2 , B + τother, B

(5)

τB is subtracted from τA in order to obtain a signal which only depends on SO2 absorption. This correction assumed that all extinction originating from other effects than SO2
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The plume optical density τA in the wavelength window of filter A is a function of the SO2
absorption τSO2 , A and the contribution of other extinctive effects τother, A (e.g. scattering
at plume aerosol). σ SO2 , A is the weighted absorption cross section of SO2 averaged
over the wavelength range of filter A. SSO2 is the SO2 column density.
In an anologous way τB is the optical density measured through filter B (∼ 325–
340 nm) where the SO2 absorption is significantly smaller (see Fig. 1):
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IS, 0 (λ) is supposed to be the spectral radiance with the radiation not passing through
the absorber (the volcanic plume). Since it is generally not possible to measure IA, 0
with the same viewing direction as IA , a measurement in a slightly different direction
outside the plume is commonly used as approximation.
Via the Beer–Lambert’s law these two radiance values are linked to the optical density τA of the volcanic plume for each pixel in the wavelength range of Filter A:
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IA is compared to a reference radiance IA, 0 , also measured through filter A:
Z
IA, 0 = IS, 0 (λ) · TA (λ) · Q(λ) dλ
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τ̃ = AA = τA − τB ≈ τSO2 , A − τSO2 ,B = σ SO2 , A − σ SO2 ,B · SSO2
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between two consecutively transmitted (or reflected) partial beams. α is the angle between the propagation direction of the partial beams and the surface normal in between
the two surfaces. The reflectance R of the surfaces determines the finesse (F ) (see
Eq. 10) of the FPI. F is a measure for the number of partial beams, which effectively interfere with each other after being transmitted (or reflected) by the FPI (F (R) increases
monotonically). Superposition of all transmitted partial beams with their respective
phase shifts and neglecting of absorption effects yields the transmission profile of the
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τ̃ is called Apparent Absorbance (AA) and ideally proportional to SSO2 . The weighted
SO2 absorption cross sections (σ SO2 , A , σ SO2 ,B ) can be determined using calibration
cells (e.g. Mori and Burton, 2006). Another possible calibration method for the SO2
camera is using additional DOAS measurements (e.g. Lübcke et al., 2013).
By using a FPI in our new, proposed instrument more detailed spectral information is
taken into account. Thus a higher SO2 sensitivity is reached. Moreover, interferences
of the SO2 measurement with radiative transfer effects such as wavelength dependent
(aerosol) scattering and changing ozone background are drastically reduced.
A FPI consists of two plane parallel surfaces with reflectance R at distance d (see
Fig. 2). Incident radiation is split up in a reflected and a transmitted part at the individual
surfaces. The partial beams pass through different optical path lengths between the two
surfaces before leaving the FPI. For radiation of wavelength λ and a refractive index n
of the medium between the surfaces, this results in a phase difference
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absorption are broad-band (independent of wavelength in the regarded spectral range,
i.e: τother, A ≈ τother, B ):
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The approximation for F in Eq. (10) is only valid for R > 0.5. TFPI is a periodic function
of δ with maxima for δ attaining integer multiples of 2π. For an increasing finesse
coefficient CF and thus for increasing F or R, the spectral transmission maxima get
sharper.
The periodic, comb shaped transmission structure of the FPI can be used to compare the radiance transmitted at wavelengths corresponding to the narrow band SO2
absorption maxima with those corresponding to absorption minima by using appropriate FPI instrument parameters. In the simplest case two FPI settings are used. In one
FPI setting (setting A, Fig. 1, lower panels) the parameters are chosen such that the
transmission maxima of the FPI coincide with the maxima of the absorption structure
of SO2 . In another setting (setting B) the transmission maxima of the FPI coincide with
the minima of the SO2 absorption structure. Setting B is reached by changing δ. By
comparing the transmitted radiances recorded with FPI setting A and B the SO2 column
density can in principle be derived in a similar manner as with the SO2 camera.
However, scattered solar radiation at wavelength ranges without narrow-band SO2
absorption structure matching the FPI transmission has to be excluded. Towards
shorter wavelengths with strong narrow-band absorption sturcture, the scattered solar
radiance at ground level decreases very fast (mostly because of increasing absorption
5123
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The crucial difference to the SO2 camera measurement is that instead of comparing the
radiances of two separate spectral ranges averaged over a FWHM of ∼ 10 nm, relative
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τSO2 ,FPI, i is the part of the SO2 absorption τSO2 seen through the transmission profile
of the respective FPI setting and therefore proportional to SSO2 . When choosing setting
A and B as described above τSO2 ,FPI, A and τSO2 ,FPI, B differ in the presence of SO2 ,
while τother,FPI, i is considered to be approximately the same for the two FPI settings.
Similar as for the SO2 camera we get:
τ̃FPI = AAFPI = τFPI, A − τFPI, B ∝ τSO2 ∝ SSO2
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I0,FPI, i = IS, 0 (λ) · TFPI, i (λ) · Tbpf (λ) · Q(λ) dλ
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due to stratospheric ozone). For FPI SO2 measurements in the regarded spectral
range it is therefore sufficent to limit the measurement wavelength range towards
longer wavelengths, where SO2 absorption structures are too weak. This can be accomplished by a superimposed short-pass or band-pass interference filter (bpf) with
transmission Tbpf (see Fig. 1, lower panels), which will be characterized by the largest
transmitted wavelength λcut .
The radiance measured by the detector after having traversed the band-pass filter
and the FPI in the setting i = A, B is given by (compare Eq. 1):
Z
IFPI, i = IS (λ) · TFPI, i (λ) · Tbpf (λ) · Q(λ) dλ
(11)
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For the moment, the SO2 absorption is assumed to be the only extinctive effect on the radiation traversing the plume. An absorption cross section σSO2 (λ) of
Bogumil et al. (2003) was used (see Fig. 1). As reference radiance IS, 0 (λ) a measured
spectrum of scattered sunlight was employed. A modified gaussian profile was used to
model the spectral transmission Tbpf (λ) of the band-pass filter (see Fig. 1):
"
γ #

|λ − λc |
(16)
Tbpf (λ) = A · exp −0.5
σ
The center wavelength λc determines λcut , while A = 0.65 and γ = 2·σ = 15.2 constitute
constant shape parameters of the transmission profile, which was matched to a real
band-pass interference filter transmission curve.
The integrated radiances IFPI, i and I0,FPI, i arriving at the detector can be calculated
using IS, 0 (λ) and IS (λ) (Eq. 15) multiplied by the transmission curves for the FPI (Eq. 8)
and the band-pass filter (Eq. 16).
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In the following the dependancy of AAFPI on certain key parameters, like the finesse F
of the FPI, the distances d between the surfaces or the incidence angle α of incoming
radiation is discussed.
To examine the characteristics of a FPI measurement as described above, incoming
spectral radiance IS (λ) of scattered solar radiation, having traversed the volcanic plume
is calculated according to the approximation of Beer–Lambert’s law:
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changes in narrow-band absorption structures are now taken into account. Since the
transmission structures of FPI setting A and B are intertwined and differ by a shift of
only about 1 nm, the approximately broad-band, non-SO2 contributions of τother, FPI, A
and τother, FPI, B cancel each other out more efficiently. AAFPI is therefore much less
susceptible to wavelength dependent radiation transport effects.
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When using a FPI to measure SO2 in the above described way, certain points have to
be considered. In principle, changing δ leads to both a shift and a stretch of the spectral
FPI transmission. However, once the order m of an observed transmission maximum
at wavelength λm of the FPI is high enough, small changes in δ (Eq. 7) lead in a good
approximation only to a wavelength shift of the transmission curve, while the stretch
shift
can be neglected ( stretch
= m + 1). For a FPI transmission profile, which is matched
to the SO2 absorption cross section in the spectral range of interest (see Fig. 1), the
≈ 140. Therefore the change between FPI
order of the maxima is of about m = 2nd
λm
setting A (transmission maxima on SO2 absorption bands) and B (transmission maxima
between SO2 absorption bands) can easily be realized by a small change of d , n or
cos α.
In the following examination we assume that only the distance d of the FPI is varied
for normal incident radiation (α = 0) and n = nair . Figure 3a shows the modeled optical
density τFPI , measured by a FPI device as a function of d for a FPI surface reflectivity of 0.18, 0.65 and 0.74. An SO2 slant column density of SSO2 = 1018 molec cm−2
(400 ppmm, at standard pressure and 20 ◦ C) was assumed, which is a common value
measured at volcanic plumes. The oscillating behaviour of τFPI (d ) mirrors the FPI transmission structure being shifted along the wavelength axis across the narrow band absorption structure of SO2 . FPI surface distances d corresponding to a maximum optical density (i.e. the FPI transmission maxima coincide with the SO2 absorption bands)
suggest values for dA in setting A (e.g. 21.6 µm). The change dAB = dB − dA of the FPI
surface distance required to reach setting B (minimum optical density, i.e. FPI transmission maxima in between SO2 absorption bands) would be around 80 nm (for the
adjoining minimum).
The modulation of τFPI as a function of d (Fig. 3a) increases with the reflectivity R
(and thus with the finesse F ) since the transmission maxima get sharper and therefore only radiation most affected by SO2 absorption is transmitted. However, a higher
finesse must be weighted against reduced integrated transmission of the FPI, i.e. reduced radiation throughput. Since less radiation arrives at the detector, the singal to
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1018 molec cm−2 .
Since δ is proportional to cos α (Eq. 7), a small change of cos α also causes a spectral shift of the FPI transmission structure TFPI . Figure 4 shows the dependency of
18
−2
AAFPI on α for the above proposed FPI setup and for SSO2 = 10 molec cm (blue
◦
drawn line). The behaviour is mainly flat until reaching αmax ≈ 1.8 , which constitutes
a limitation for imaging instrument set-ups described below (see Sect. 4). For higher
values of α the apparent absorbance AAFPI oscillates between negative (τFPI, A < τFPI, B )
and positive extrema attaining FPI incident angles α with vanishing AAFPI in between
them. Since the FPI transmission structures of the two settings (A and B) are shifted in
the same way across several SO2 absorption bands, both positive and negative values
of AAFPI carry the same SO2 information. AAFPI can thus be redefined as |AAFPI |.
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noise ratio SNR = ∆AAFPI starts to decrease again at values of R exceeding about 0.65,
FPI
while AAFPI increases monotonically (see Fig. 3b).
A similar compromise has to be made when choosing the cutoff wavelength λcut . The
SO2 absorption structure vanishes towards longer wavelengths, while the scattered
solar radiance increases. Hence, there is also a certain value for λcut optimizing the
SNR.
In order to be able to assess the noise ∆AAFPI of a hypothetical instrument, we
assumed IFPI, i and I0,FPI, i to be proportional to the number of photons reaching a hypothetical detector. Photon
√ statistics then implies that the measurement error of the
radiance is given by ∆I ∝ I and that the error in AAFPI , ∆AAFPI can be determined via
Gaussian error propagation. The absolute value of the SNR is still dependent on the
absolute radiances reaching the detector, which we don’t know yet. Thus, in this theoretical study, SNR is used as a value proportional to the real SNR, which is sufficient
for our optimization problems.
In order to find optimum parameters of a FPI set-up for normal incidence of radiation
on the FPI (α = 0), the SNR was optimized numerically. Table 1 shows the varied setup
parameters and their values maximizing the SNR for an SO2 column density of SSO2 =
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Figure 5a shows the AA, for the respective measurement method as a function of
the SO2 column density SSO2 . In order to examine the plume aerosol impact on the AA,
two calibration curves were simulated for each device. The solid lines show the AA with
SO2 absorption being the only effect on IS, 0 (λ) (see Eq. 15). For the second set of lines
(dashed) an additional wavelength dependent extinction τaerosol (λ) from a Mie scattering aerosol was assumed using an Ångström exponent of 1.2, which was found representative for volcanic plumes in the regarded spectral range (Spinetti and Buongiorno,
2007). The wavelength dependency of the aerosol extinction is then described by:
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The measurement principle as described up to now, could, e.g., be used to construct
a simple “one pixle” (OP) FPI SO2 detector with a rather narrow FOV. Such an instrument would indeed make sense since it would have a sensitivity and selectivity
comparable to a spectrometer (as e.g. used in the Network of Observation of Volcanic
and Atmospheric Change (NOVAC), see Galle et al., 2010), but could potentially be
a more compact and more economic alternative. Likewise, the measurement principle
of the filter based SO2 camera could be adopted for an OP instrument. In the following
we compare the performance of a OP FPI device with a hypothetical OP SO2 “camera”. The conclusions drawn are also relevant for two-dimensional (2-D) cameras i.e.
2-D SO2 cameras and 2-D FPI cameras as described in Sect. 4.
A FPI instrument with the parameters of Table 1 was considered, transmission curves
of the corresponding settings are shown in Fig. 1. For the SO2 camera the filter curves
of Lübcke et al. (2013) where applied (see also Fig. 1). Moreover a second SO2 camera
set-up with filter A shiftet by 5 nm towards shorter wavelengths is additionally examined
for comparison to represent different popular set-ups of SO2 cameras. In the following
0
the shifted filter A is called filter A .
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∆AAAOD
AA

20

≈ 54 %

≈ 38 % when using Filter A . The smaller relative deviawhen using Filter A and
0
tion for filter A results from the different wavelength dependencies of aerosol extinction
and SO2 absorption.
The FPI device (drawn black line in Fig. 5a) is more sensitive to SO2 than either of the
two filter-based set-ups. This is because narrow band changes in the SO2 absorption
cross section below 310 nm are larger than the averaged cross sections σ̄SO2 , A0 and
σ SO2 , A , respectively. For increasing SSO2 the progression of AAFPI slightly flattens since
saturation effects at wavelengths of strong SO2 absorption bands occur. However, there
∆AA
is hardly any sensitivity to the added amount of aerosol ( AAFPI, AOD < 1 % for SSO2 =
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The aerosol optical density (AOD) was fixed to τaerosol,0 = 1 at λ0 = 295 nm, which corresponds to a rather moderate AOD of a volcanic plume.
0
The SO2 camera with filter A is more sensitive to SO2 absorption since σ SO2 , A0 >
σ SO2 , A (see Fig. 1 and Eq. 4). However, the increase of sensitivity comes together with
a decrease of incoming solar radiance at shorter wavelengths.
0
τaerosol (λ) causes a higher extinction in the spectral ranges of filter A and A than in
the spectral range of filter B (τaerosol, A > τaerosol, B ), leading to an offset ∆AAAOD towards
higher AA for the respective SO2 camera set-ups. For SSO2 = 1018 molec cm−2 the as-
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Changes in the SZA between background and plume measurement induce changes in
the lightpath of solar radiation through the stratospheric ozone layer. The absorption
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1018 molec cm−2 ), in fact the dashed black line is almost completely covered by the
black drawn line, meaning that τaerosol,FPI, A ≈ τaerosol,FPI, B still holds for the chosen FPI
settings.
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One possible way to obtain 2-D SSO2 distributions is scanning a FOV with a OP FPI
device, similar to scanning DOAS devices (e.g. whisk-broom IDOAS). A possible setup for such a OP FPI instrument is proposed in Fig. 6a. The FPI is implemented by
two plane parallel fused silica plates with reflective coatings at the inner surfaces. The
separation d of the two plates is tunable by piezo actuators. The outer surfaces either
carry anti-reflective coatings or are slightly tilted against each other to avoid additional
interference effects. Lens 1, lens 2 and the aperture are chosen so that for a given
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The relative deviations of AA for SSO2 = 1018 molec cm−2 are AA 3 ≈ 110 % for both
SO2 camera implementations. The FPI device shows a significantly smaller deviation
throughout the observed SSO2 range. While for lower SSO2 AAFPI is slightly overesti-
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cross section of ozone drastically increases towards shorter UV wavelengths in the
observed spectral range. A changing background ozone column therefore will affect
the above described SO2 measurement principles.
The results of model calculations are shown in Fig. 5b, where again two curves are
plotted for the three measurement set-ups. The solid lines again show the AA caused
only by SO2 absorption. The dashed lines represent the AA with an additional change
of the ozone column density by ∆SO3 = 100 DU. This could for instance be caused by
◦
◦
a change in the SZA from 30 to 48 in a 340 DU atmosphere, ocurring between the
measurement and the last reference measurement.
The simulation again demonstrates that AA of the SO2 cameras is much more
strongly influenced by changes of the ozone background than AAFPI of the FPI device.
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aperture angle (2 · β) the restriction α < αmax holds for all beams arriving at the FPI.
In such a set-up the maximum possible etendue Emax is determined by αmax and the
illuminated FPI surface area.
In Table 2 the suggested OP FPI set-up is compared to a spectrometer commonly
©
used in volcanic applications (Ocean Optics USB 2000+) regarding the SNR (note
that a telescope usually used with the spectrometer does not reduce the etendue, if
∗
∗
well designed). In order to do this the relative radiances IFPI and Ispec arriving at the
detector of the respective instrument were estimated. Relative values of the maximum
possible etendue Emax (normalized to the spectrometer etendue), a loss factor η and
the number NI of radiance measurements needed to obtain one measurement of SSO2
were taken into account. For the OP FPI device NI can not exceed 0.5 since at least
two radiance measurements (for setting A and B) are needed. Depending on how often a reference measurement (two additional radiance measurements) is recorded we
find NI ∈ [0.25, 0.5]. For the spectrometer a factor of η = 0.5 accounts for losses at the
grating. A factor of η = 0.2 was assumed to account for FPI reflection and absorption.
Other losses due to the employed optics were set to unity.
We assumed the FPI to be illuminated on a surface area of 20 mm diameter (e.g.
R2 ≈ 10 mm) and αmax = 1.8◦ , which for an aperture angle of 2 · β = 1◦ would require
a radius R1 = 36 mm of lens 1. For the USB 2000+ the limiting factors are the f /4-optics
of the spectrometer and the commonly chosen 1 mm × 50 µm entrance slit (assuming
that the cylinder lens option in front of the detector is used, which focusses radiation
from the complete height of the slit onto the detector). Emax is then approximated by
the product of the limiting surface area Alim and the limiting solid angle Ωlim .
For a measurement
in the same spectral range the relative SNR would be proporr
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Figure 6b shows a 2-D FPI camera set-up. Basically the implementation is similar to
the OP FPI device. However, lens 1 is removed to increase the field of view to FOV ≈
R
2 · β = 2 · arctan f 2 and the OP UV detector is replaced by a UV sensitive 2-D detector.
2
The radiation from the FOV traverses the FPI parallelized (α < αmax ) in order to avoid
the dependence of AAFPI on β. Evidently, the etendue per pixel is thereby drastically
reduced compared to the OP FPI instrument.
This set-up (with band-pass interference filters instead of the FPI) was already employed for a SO2 camera by Kern et al. (2010b), with a comparable entrance aperture
(i.e. maximum incidence angle on the filters ≈ αmax ) and, thus, comparable etendue.
However, for a FPI SO2 camera the radiance reaching the detector is by a factor of
∼ 30–50 smaller (due to FPI reflection and the measurement at shorter wavelengths,
see Fig. 1). Even for the by a factor of ∼ 2 higher sensitivity (see Fig. 5) of the FPI
camera the SNR would be distinctly lower. Nevertheless, reduced interference with
plume AOD and ozone background variation (see Sect. 3) may outweigh a reduced
SNR (higher accuracy at lower precision).
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While the use of a FPI in a OP detector has potentially large advantages over conventional spectrometers the FPI technique can also readily be used as a 2-D detector
just like a SO2 camera. In the following, two possible 2-D FPI SO2 camera set-ups are
briefly introduced.
4.2.1
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The 2-D FPI camera
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course the improved etendue of the FPI instrument can be used to obtain a combination of higher SNR (higher detection limit) and higher temporal resolution.
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We proposed a remote sensing method to measure volcanic gas emissions using their
regular absorption features in the UV wavelength region. The advantage of a Fabry–
Perot interferometer used in this method is that its spectral transmittance can be tuned
to precisely match the absorption bands of the trace gas of interest. In our theoretical
considerations parameters of the FPI were specified for SO2 and possible implementations of measurement set-ups were discussed.
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Another implementation of a 2-D FPI camera achieving much higher light throughput is
depicted in Fig. 6c. The FPI and the band-pass filter are mounted in front of a lens (lens
◦
3), similar to the SO2 camera set-up of e.g. Mori and Burton (2006). For a FOV≈ 20 the
etendue is thereby increased by a factor of about 32 compared to the set-up described
in Sect. 4.2.1, because the radiation is not parallelized anymore. The maximum incident
. Each detector pixel is
angle α on the FPI is now determined by the angle β = FOV
2
observing a small, comparable set of incident angles α. However, for a measurement
◦
◦
involving two FPI surface distances the large range of incident angles α ∈ [0 , 10 ] leads
to rings of equal, partly vanishing SO2 sensitivity on the 2-D detector (see Figs. 4
and 7b). To obtain a more or less constant SO2 sensitivity for the entire FOV (for the
entire detector surface) a measurement has to employ more than two FPI settings
(e.g. more than two FPI surface distances d ). Figure 7 shows how employing a set
of measurements with four different values of the FPI surface distance d arranged in
two pairs (dA and dB = dA + dAB , dC = dA + 12 dAB and dD = dA + 23 dAB ) leads to a SO2
sensitivity varying by only about 32 % across the entire FOV. By increasig the number of
measurements with different FPI settings the sensitivity distribution on the 2-D detector
can be further smoothed.
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We presented model calculations and compared the FPI method with the interference filter-based SO2 camera method. The FPI method exhibits a 1.3–2.5 times higher
SO2 sensitivity. Moreover, a far higher measurement accuracy due to reduced depen18
−2
dance on radiative transfer is reached. For instance at SSO2 = 10 molec cm the deviations of the AA of SO2 cameras were 38–54 % for a low plume AOD of approximately
1 and 110 % for an ozone background change of ∆SO3 = 100 DU. In comparison AAFPI
deviated by only < 1 % and 3 %, respectively.
As a one-pixel application the introduced FPI technique has a higher radiation
throughput compared to a common miniature spectrometer, while being of comparable size and weight. Thus a better SNR is obtained and/or much faster measurements
are feasible, while the selectivity and immunity to plume AOD and ozone background
interferences are still quite good.
Three different imaging implementations were introduced. The first approach uses
an optical system that ensures perpendicular illumination of the FPI. In a second approach a higher radiation throughput is reached by allowing a larger aperture, leading
to a non-perpendicular FPI illumination. The resulting variations of the sensitivity across
the detector can be partly overcome by using more than two FPI settings. A third implementation is based on the whisk-broom imaging approach using an OP FPI device.
Besides SO2 the technique discussed in this paper can potentially be applied to
study other gases with regular spaced narrow-band absorption in the UV/VIS – like
e.g. BrO, OClO, or IO.
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1018 molec cm−2 ; dA is the distance of the surfaces in FPI setting A, dAB the change in surface
distance to get from FPI setting A to FPI setting B, F the finesse and λcut the cutoff wavelength
of the band pass filter towards longer wavelengths.
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Table 2. Comparision of the OP FPI camera and a spectrometer used in DOAS measurements
©
(Ocean Optics USB 2000+), when observing the same spectral range: The surface area Alim
and the solid angle Ωlim limiting the etendue Emax are mainly contributing to the 6–9 times
higher SNR of the OP FPI camera.
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Figure 1. Upper panel: SO2 absorption cross section (black drawn line, left ordinate axis, data
from Bogumil et al., 2003), incident solar radiance (blue drawn line, right ordinate axis) as
0
a function of wavelength, and transmission curves of Filter A, A and B (right ordinate axis);
Lower panels: FPI transmission curve for settings A and B; the dashed vertical lines mark
positions at which FPI transmission maxima coincide with maximum and minimum absorption,
respectively.
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allel surfaces of reflectance R, mounted at distance d. Interference of the transmitted partial beams leads to the
transmission structure (see Eq. (8), Fig. 1), which can be optimized to match periodic absorption structures.
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Fig. 2. Fabry Perot interferometer: incoming radiation undergoes multiple reflections between two plane par-
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Figure 2. Fabry Perot interferometer: incoming radiation undergoes multiple reflections between two plane parallel surfaces of reflectance R, mounted at distance d . Interference of the
transmitted partial beams leads to the transmission structure (see Eq. 8, Fig. 1), which can be
optimized to match periodic absorption structures.
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high R (and thus for high F) the SNR is decreasing, since less radiation is transmitted.
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whose separation d is silica
tunable
by piezo actuators. The outer surfaces either carry anti-reflective
piezo actuators. The outer surfaces either carry anti-reflective coating or are slightly tilted against each other to
coating or are slightly tilted
against each other to exclude additional interference effects. (a) One
exclude additional interference effects. (a) One Pixel FPI instrument: Two lenses (lens 1, lens 2) and an aperture
Pixel FPI instrument: Two
lenses
lens
2) constraint
and an
determine
determine
the aperture (lens
angle (2 · β)1,
of the
instrument,
by α aperture
. Lens 3 projects
the radiation onto a the aperture angle
sensitive OP detectorby
afterα
having passed
the band-pass
filter. 2D datathe
is achieved
by scanning, either
by a UV sensitive OP
(2·β) of the instrument,UVconstraint
.
Lens
3
projects
radiation
onto
max
additional optics or by tilting the whole device. (b) 2D FPI camera, where radiation from FOV is parallelized
detector after having passed
the
band-pass
filter.
2-D
data
is
achieved
by
scanning, either by
before being projected onto a 2D CCD detector. (c) 2D FPI camera, where radiation from FOV traverses the
additional optics or byFPItilting
the
whole
device.
(b)
2-D
FPI
camera,
where
under α = β for FOV≈ 20 . More than two FPI settings are required to obtain non-vanishing sensitivityradiation from FOV
throughout projected
the FOV (see Fig. 7).onto a 2-D detector. (c) 2-D FPI camera, where radiation
is parallelized before being
◦
from FOV traverses the FPI under α = β for FOV≈ 20 . More than two FPI settings are required
to obtain non-vanishing sensitivity throughout the21 FOV (see Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. To obtain non-vanishing sensitivity throughout the entire FOV the FPI camera set-up
requires
than
twothroughout
measurement
settings.
(a) shown
distribution
shown in Fig. 6c Fig.
7. To obtainmore
non-vanishing
sensitivity
the entire FOV the
FPI camera set-up
in Fig. 6 (c) of τFPI on a 2requires
two measurement
settings. (a)
distribution
of τF P Idistance
on a 2D detector
for F OV(d
≈ 20◦and
and d = d + d
D detector for FOV
≈ more
20◦than
and
two different
FPI
surface
pairs
A
B
A
AB ,
18).
−2
two different FPI surface3 distance pairs (dA and dB = dA + dAB , dC = dA + 12 dAB and dD = dA + 32 dAB
1
dC = dA + 2 dAB and dD = dA + 2 dAB ). A homogeneous
S
distribution
of
10
molec
cm
was
SO2
was assumed. (b) relative
sensitivity distributions calculated
A homogeneous SSO distribution of 1018 molec
cm
assumed. (b) Relative
sensitivity
distributions
calculated
for each of the d -pairs with rings of
for each of the d-pairs with rings of vanishing sensitivity (blue) at different radii from the detector center. (c)
vanishing sensitivity
(blue) at different radii from the detector center. (c) Combining the distribucombining the distributions of (b) yields non-vanishing sensitivity throughout the entire FOV. By increasig the
tions of (b) yieldsnumber
non-vanishing
sensitivity
throughout
entire
FOV.
increasig
the number
of measurements with
different FPI settings
the sensitivitythe
distribution
on the
detectorBy
can be
further
of measurementssmoothed.
with different FPI settings the sensitivity distribution on the detector can be
further smoothed.
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